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Chromium picolinate for reducing body weight:
Meta-analysis of randomized trials
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The aim of this meta-analysis was to assess the evidence of chromium picolinate for reducing body weight. Literature searches
were conducted on Medline, Embase, The Cochrane Library, Amed and Ciscom. Nine experts and four manufacturers of
commercial preparations containing chromium picolinate were asked to contribute published and unpublished studies. There
were no restrictions regarding the language of publication. The screening of studies, selection, data extraction, validation and
the assessment of methodological quality were performed independently by two reviewers. To be included, studies were
required to state that they were randomized, double-blind and placebo-controlled, and report on body weight. Ten trials met all
inclusion criteria and provided data, which were suitable for statistical pooling. For body weight a significant differential effect
was found in favour of chromium picolinate (weighted mean difference: �1.1 kg; 95% confidence interval (CI): �1.8 to �0.4 kg,
n¼489). Sensitivity analysis suggests that this effect is largely dependent on the results of a single trial (weighted mean
difference: �0.9 kg; 95% CI: �2.0 to 0.2 kg, n¼335). Three of the reviewed trials reported on adverse events, indicating their
absence in the treatment groups. In conclusion, our meta-analysis suggests a relatively small effect of chromium picolinate
compared with placebo for reducing body weight. The clinical relevance of the effect is debatable and the lack of robustness
means that the result has to be interpreted with caution.
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Introduction
Obesity has become one of the most important avoidable

risk factors for morbidity and mortality.1 The risk of

developing, for instance, cancer, diabetes or heart disease

increases with the degree of overweight in both men and

women.2–5 While recent data from the US National Health

and Nutrition Examination Surveys (NHANES) show an

increase in the prevalence of obesity from 22.9% in NHANES

III (1988–1994) to 30.5% in NHANES 1999–2000,6 figures

from the UK suggest an increase from 6–8% in 1980 to 15–

16.5% in 1994.7,8 One of the major factors responsible for

this phenomenon is a decrease in energy expenditure from

physical activity.9,10 These considerations and the notor-

iously poor compliance with conventional weight manage-

ment programs emphasize the importance of effective and

safe therapeutic options to reduce body weight. It is there-

fore hardly surprising to see a plethora of slimming aids

being marketed.

Chromium picolinate is used as an oral treatment to help

reduce body weight and alter body composition. It is an

organic compound of trivalent chromium, an essential trace

mineral and cofactor to insulin, and picolinic acid, a

naturally occurring derivative of tryptophan. Chromium

enhances insulin activity and has been the subject of a

number of studies assessing its effects in carbohydrate,

protein and lipid metabolism.11–13 Effects include an

increase in lean body mass, a decrease in percentage body

fat and an increase in basal metabolic rate.11,14 Chromium

picolinate is advocated in the medical literature for reducing

body weight15–17 and preparations are sold as slimming aids

in the US and Europe, and through the internet. Whether

chromium picolinate is effective for this condition, however,

is a matter of debate. The aim of this meta-analysis is to

assess the evidence from randomized controlled trials of

chromium picolinate for reducing body weight in human

subjects.
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Methods
Systematic literature searches were conducted using the data

sources Medline, Embase, The Cochrane Library, Amed and

Ciscom. The search terms used were chromium, picolinate,

dietary supplements, food supplements and derivatives of

these. Each database was searched from its inception until

January 2002. Additionally, nine experts and four manufac-

turers of commercial preparations containing chromium

picolinate were contacted and asked to provide published or

unpublished trials.18 Hand-searches of relevant medical

journals, conference proceedings and of our own files were

conducted. The bibliographies of all papers located were

searched for further studies. No restrictions regarding the

language of publication were imposed.

To be included, studies were required to state that they

were randomized, double-blind and placebo-controlled, use

monopreparations of chromium picolinate and report on

body weight of human subjects. Trials were excluded if

patients received chromium picolinate as a multiple inter-

vention concomitantly with other medications, diet or

exercise. Data were extracted systematically according to

patient characteristics, interventions and results. Methodo-

logical quality was evaluated using the scoring system

developed by Jadad,19 which quantifies the likelihood of

bias inherent in the trials, based on the description of

randomization, blinding and withdrawals. The screening

and selection of studies, data extraction, validation and the

assessment of methodological quality were performed in-

dependently by two reviewers (MHP, CS). Disagreements in

the evaluation of individual trials were largely due to reading

errors and were resolved through discussion.

The mean change of body weight compared with baseline

was defined as the primary endpoint and was used to assess

the difference between the chromium picolinate and the

placebo groups. Means and 95% confidence intervals (CI)

were calculated using standard meta-analysis software (Rev-

Man 4.1, Update Software Ltd, Oxford, UK), which uses the

inverse of the variance to assign a weight to the mean of the

within-study treatment effect. For most studies, however, the

information was insufficient to allow us to directly calculate

the variance of the preintervention to postintervention

change. Studies generally reported data on preintervention

mean and standard deviation and postintervention mean

and standard deviation, but not the standard deviation of

the change. The Cochrane Collaboration suggests imputing

the variance of the change by assuming a correlation of 0.4

between preintervention and postintervention values.20 The

variance of the change was imputed using this correlation

factor and then used to assign a weight to the mean of the

within-study treatment effect. Summary estimates of the

treatment effect were calculated using a random effects

model. The w2 test for heterogeneity was performed to

determine whether the distribution of the results was

compatible with the assumption that intertrial differences

were attributable to chance variation alone. Publication bias

was assessed using a funnel plot whereby effect estimates of

the common outcome measure were plotted against trial

sample size. Sensitivity analyses were performed to test the

robustness of the overall effect.

Results
The literature searches revealed 31 potentially relevant trials,

which were reported in 30 articles.21–50 No unpublished

studies were found. Fourteen studies were excluded because

they were either not randomized, double-blind and placebo-

controlled,31–35 did not test a monopreparation of chro-

mium picolinate,36–40 did not report on body weight41–43 or

were published in duplicate.44 Ten trials met all inclusion

criteria and provided data for body weight that were suitable

for statistical pooling (Table 1). Seven other studies, which

were reported in six articles,45–50 were also included but

reported data that were not suitable for statistical pooling

(Table 2). None of these trials reported a significant

reduction of body weight in participants treated with

chromium picolinate compared with placebo. The flowchart

(Figure 1) provides an overview of all included and excluded

trials.

The result of the meta-analysis for body weight is shown in

Figure 2. It suggests a significant reduction in body weight in

patients receiving chromium picolinate compared with

patients receiving placebo (weighted mean difference:

�1.1 kg; 95% confidence interval: �1.8 to �0.4 kg, n¼489).

The w2 test for heterogeneity suggests that the distribution of

the results was compatible with the assumption that

intertrial differences were attributable to chance variation

(P¼1).

A funnel plot of the mean difference in body weight

reduction plotted against trial sample size is shown in

Figure 3. Visual inspection implies that studies with a

smaller sample size are asymmetrically distributed to the

right of the weighted mean difference of all trials. The two

largest trials22,23 suggesting a mean difference of about 1.2 kg

in favour of chromium picolinate more closely reflect the

weighted overall estimate. Although too few studies are

available for firm statements, the funnel plot is consistent

with some degree of publication bias.

Sensitivity analyses were performed to test the robustness

of the main analysis. We first tested whether removing the

data of one trial,23 which accounted for 58% of the overall

effect, would alter the direction of the result. The meta-

analysis of these data21,22,24–30 suggests the absence of a

differential effect (weighted mean difference: �0.9 kg; 95%

CI: �2.0 to 0.2 kg, n¼335). Another sensitivity analysis

assessed six trials,21–23,26,27,30 which all included overweight

or obese patients for treatment periods ranging between 6 to

13 weeks (weighted mean difference: �1.1 kg; 95% CI: �1.8

to �0.4 kg, n¼385).

This meta-analysis focused on the effect of chromium

picolinate on body weight. However, additional data were

available in eight other trials,21–23,25–27,29,30 which were used

in a secondary analysis to provide an indication of the effect
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Table 1 Randomized, placebo-controlled, double-blind trials of chromium picolinate with parallel group design

First

author

Quality

score

Participants Body mass

index (mean)

chr-picolinate/placebo

Randomized/

analysed

Duration Daily

dose

(mg)

Outcome Baseline values

(mean7s.d.)

chr-picolinate/placebo

Final values

(mean7s.d.)

chr-picolinate/placebo

Mean difference,

95% CI

Control of lifestyle

factors

Volpe21 4 Female volunteers 32.5/33.2 44/37 12 weeks 400 BW (kg) 87.6711.0/89.8711.4 87.6710.7/88.079.8 1.8; �5.8 to 9.4 Weight training

LBM (kg) 47.276.5/48.576.4 48.575.9/48.275.8 1.7; �2.7 to 6.1 Advised to maintain habitual

dietary patternBF (%) 46.273.2/45.773.7 44.673.5/45.073.2 �0.9; �3.3 to 1.5

Kaats22 4 Volunteers 30.2/28.4 130/122 90 days 400 BW (kg) 85.5723.0/79.9720.4 �2.973.5/�1.873.0a �1.1, �2.3 to 0.1 No specific weight training

LBM (kg) No data reported �0.172.2/�0.372.0a 0.2, �0.6 to 1.0 Habitual dietary pattern

monitoredBF (%) 42.478.3/41.876.7 �2.173.2/�1.272.9a �0.9, �2.0 to 0.2

Kaats23 3b Volunteers 30.5/30.6 219/154 72 days 200 BW (kg) 87.0716.8/83.3716.9 �1.173.4/�0.172.7a �1.0, �2.4 to 0.4

LBM (kg) No data reported +0.571.5/+0.171.4a 0.4, �0.2 to 1.0

BF (%) 34.578.4/34.178.4 �1.472.2/�0.372.1a �1.1, �2.0 to �0.2 No specific weight training

400 BW (kg) 85.3715.2/83.3716.9 �1.472.9/�0.172.7a �1.3, �2.3 to �0.3 No advise on dietary and

exercise patternsLBM (kg) No data reported +0.772.2/+0.171.4a 0.6, �0.1 to 1.3

BF (%) 34.678.2/34.178.4 �1.972.6/�0.372.1a �1.6, �2.4 to �0.8

Walker24 3b Varsity wrestlers No data reported 20/20 14 weeks 200 BW (kg) 74.079.3/72.078.7 73.579.1/70.177.6 1.4, �8.6 to 11.4 Weight training and running

LBM (kg) 68.378.2/65.375.6 No data reported F Habitual dietary pattern

monitoredBF (%) 7.675.0/8.873.7 No data reported F
Livolsi25 3 Female athletes No data reported 15/15 6 weeks 500 BW (kg) 64.1710.6/72.079.4 63.7711.2/72.3710.2 �0.7, �12.2 to 10.8 Weight training

LBM (kg) 51.376.2/55.877.2 53.176.7/56.176.3 1.5, �5.9 to 8.9 Habitual dietary pattern

monitoredBF (%) 18.875.2/22.672.4 15.976.7/22.074.6 �0.3, �5.9 to 5.3

Campbell26 3 Male volunteers 30.3/30.0 23/18 12 weeks 924 BW (kg) 96.2713.1/90.278.6 96.0711.7/90.678.6 �0.6, �11.4 to 10.2 Weight training

LBM (kg) 62.178.6/59.676.2 63.578.7/62.576.4 �1.5, �9.2 to 6.2 Advised to maintain habitual

dietary patternBF (%) 35.275.5/33.875.3 33.774.5/31.073.7 1.3, �3.6 to 6.2

Joseph27 3 Volunteers 28.9/29.3 32/32 12 weeks 924 BW (kg) 85.0715.5/84.279.9 85.0714.8/84.9710.0 �0.7, �10.3 to 8.9 Weight training

LBM (kg) 51.6713.0/52.0710.6 52.6713.5/53.0711.8 0, �9.3 to 9.3 Advised to maintain habitual

dietary patternBF (%) 39.776.5/38.677.5 38.776.9/38.078.7 �0.4, �6.1 to 5.3

Hasten28 3c Male students No data reported 37/37 12 weeks 200 BW (kg) 71.078.3/72.0713.2 71.877.9/73.3713.0 �0.5, �8.2 to 7.2 Weight training

Female students 22/22 12 weeks 200 BW (kg) 58.576.1/62.976.6 61.077.0/63.576.8 1.9, �4.2 to 8.0 Advised to maintain habitual

dietary patternLBM (kg) No data reported No data reportedd F
BF (%) No data reported No data reportedd F

Hallmark29 3 Healthy men No data reported 16/16 12 weeks 188 BW (kg) 81.6711.6/80.5714.7 82.0711.9/80.9713.9 0, �14.1 to 14.1 Weight training

LBM (kg) 64.876.8/63.077.6 65.876.8/63.577.6 0.5, �7.2 to 8.2 Advised to maintain habitual

dietary patternBF (%) 19.875.4/20.0710.5 18.875.7/20.179.6 �1.1, �9.8 to 7.6

Grant30 2 Obese women No data reported 43/no data

reported

9 weeks 400 BW (kg) 69.8711.2/76.4710.1 69.7711.7/77.179.6 �0.8, �10.5 to 8.9 Weight training
LBM (kg) 45.875.0/51.275.3 46.274.6/52.675.4 �1.0, �5.7 to 3.7 Advised to maintain habitual

dietary patternBF (%) 33.576.07/32.276.2 32.877.2/31.575.4 0, �5.7 to 5.7

aMean change, standard deviation.
bThree parallel groups.
cFour parallel groups.
dTrue for male and female participants.

BW, bodyweight; LBM, lean body mass; BF, body fat.
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on percentage body fat and lean body mass. The meta-

analysis of these data suggests a nonsignificant effect for lean

body mass (weighted mean difference: 0.4 kg; 95% CI: �0.1

to 0.8 kg, n¼416) and a significant effect for percentage

body fat (weighted mean difference: �1.2%, 95% CI: �1.7 to

�0.6%, n¼416). The lack of robustness of the effect for

percentage body fat is apparent when data from one trial,23

which accounted for 61% of the effect, were removed

(weighted mean difference: �0.8%; 95% CI: �1.7 to 0.2%,

n¼262).

Three of the reviewed trials reported on adverse events.45–47

All of these demonstrate the absence of adverse events in

participants receiving chromium picolinate.

Discussion
Our meta-analysis suggests a significant differential effect for

body weight in favour of chromium picolinate. The size of

the effect, however, is of debatable clinical relevance and the

result of the main analysis lacks robustness. Therefore, we

feel that this finding has to be interpreted with caution.

Two trials22,23 accounted for much of the weight in the

main analysis. Both were published by the same author and

were among only two other studies, which did not advise on

maintaining a habitual dietary pattern as a measure of

controlling lifestyle factors. In addition, they were the only

studies that did not include a specific weight-training

program, while the participants in all other trials were

required to perform such a program. It is conceivable that

the weight training may have obscured a further possible

weight-lowering effect through an increase in lean body

mass. This notion, however, is not supported by our data.

The differences in study sample size may be of more interest.

Both trials22,23 were the largest in the meta-analysis and each

included more than 120 participants, while all other trials

were of considerably smaller sample size. A possible type II

error may have prevented the smaller trials from detecting

significant intergroup differences. Therefore, the possibility

exists that the two larger trials22,23 found a true effect. None

of the other studies F four included less than 30 partici-

pants and four others included less than 50 participants F
suggest a trend towards a differential effect.

Table 2 Randomized, placebo-controlled, double-blind trials with parallel group design lacking data for meta-analysis

First

author

Quality

score

Participants Randomized/

analysed

Duration Daily

dose (mg)
Body

weight

Lean body

mass

Body fat Control of lifestyle

factors

Lee45 4a Obese diabetic

patients

30/28 2 months 200 No intergroup

difference

No data

reported

No data

reported

No specific weight

training

Advised to maintain

habitual dietary and

exercise patterns

Anderson46 4b Diabetic

patients

180/155 4 months 200, 1000 No intergroup

difference

No data

reported

No data

reported

No specific weight

training;

Advised to maintain

habitual dietary

and exercise patterns

Clancy47 3 Athletes 36/21 9 weeks 200 No intergroup

difference

No intergroup

difference

No intergroup

difference

Weight training and

running;

Advised to maintain

habitual dietary

pattern

Press48 3a Volunteers 32/28 42 days 200 No intergroup

difference

No data

reported

No data

reported

No specific weight

training

Advised to maintain

habitual dietary

and exercise patterns

Bahadori49 2b Obese

volunteers

36/24 26 weeks 200 No intergroup

difference

Significant

increase from

baseline

No intergroup

difference

No specific weight

training
Dietary interventions

in all groups

Evans50 2a Male

volunteers

10/not

reported

40 days 200 No intergroup

difference

Significant

intergroup

difference

No intergroup

difference

Weight training

Advised to maintain
habitual dietary

pattern

Evans50 2 Athletes 42/31 42 days 200 No intergroup

difference

Significant

intergroup

difference

Significant

intergroup

difference

Weight training

Control of dietary
pattern not reported

aCrossover.
bThree parallel groups.
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Even if one accepts that the overall result reflects a true

specific effect, its size is not impressive. A body weight

reduction of 1.1–1.2 kg during an intervention period of 10–

13 weeks (i.e. 0.08–0.1 kg/week) seems too small to be

clinically meaningful. By comparison, a diet with a provision

of 3300 kJ/day (800 kcal/day) achieves a mean weight loss of

about 1.5–2.5 kg/week, and a more moderate energy restric-

tion of 5000 kJ/day (1200 kcal/day) would induce a weight

loss of 0.5–0.6 kg/week.51

Lifestyle changes including dieting and regular physical

exercise are generally regarded as the basis for successful

long-term weight loss, and limited evidence exists to support

the effectiveness of pharmacotherapeutic options other than

orlistat.5,52 The popularity of complementary and alternative

medicine,53 however, has created a ready market for non-

prescription weight loss products, which are also increas-

ingly sold through the internet. For instance, data from a US

survey of a random population sample of 14 679 adults

demonstrate the common use of nonprescription weight loss

products particularly among young obese women. Interest-

ingly, 8% of women with no excess body weight were

also reported to use such products.54 Even though these

preparations are popular, they frequently lack evidence of

effectiveness55 and some may be associated with severe

adverse events. Three of the reviewed trials assessed adverse

events45–47 and all agree on the total absence of adverse

events in participants receiving chromium picolinate. Sev-

eral other authors also found chromium picolinate to be

relatively safe.11,56 However, literature searches on Medline,

Embase and Amed identified data suggesting potential risks

through chromosome damage.57 These were subsequently

not confirmed in animal experiments58 and in studies

involving humans.59 Two cases of acute rhabdomyolysis

were associated with chromium picolinate in young men

who took it as a part of their exercise regimen.60,61 Another

case of severe renal impairment in a 33-year-old woman was

reported.62 She had self-administered a dose several

times higher than the recommended daily allowance.

Finally, a 32-year-old man was reported to have ingested

1mg of chromium picolinate daily for 4 days. He subse-

quently experienced acute generalized exanthematous

pustulosis.63

Figure 1 Flowchart.

Figure 2 Effects of chromium picolinate for body weight reduction (random

effects model). The mean differences in the change from baseline are given

with 95% confidence intervals. The vertical line represents no difference

between chromium picolinate and placebo.

Figure 3 Funnel plot of the mean difference in body weight reduction in

trials of chromium picolinate, plotted against sample size. The vertical line

indicates the weighted mean difference of all trials.
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Despite the fact that all included trials were randomized,

double-blind and placebo-controlled, the extent of metho-

dological rigor of these studies was variable. None of the

studies scored the maximum possible score on the Jadad

scale,19 and one scored as low as two of possible five points.30

Study participants were described as healthy volunteers,

athletes and obese patients. In five studies21–23,26,27 sufficient

information was provided to calculate the body mass index

identifying the participants as overweight or obese. Another

trial30 classified women as obese who exceeded 20–25% body

fat. Four other studies24,25,28,29 included apparently healthy

subjects but provided insufficient information to calculate

the body mass index. None of these studies suggest a trend

towards a differential effect.

Limitations of this meta-analysis pertain to the

citation tracking and its potential incompleteness.

Although strong efforts were made to locate and

retrieve all trials on the subject, it is conceivable that

some were not uncovered. The distorting effects on

systematic reviews arising from publication bias and

location bias are well-documented.64–66 This includes

suggestions that positive findings may be overrepresented

in complementary medicine journals67,68 and that these

journals favour positive conclusions at the expense of

methodological quality.69 In addition, there is evidence

for the tendency of positive findings to be published

in English language journals,70 and for some European

journals not to be indexed in major medical databases.71

Therefore, the possibility of exaggerated treatment

effects exists. Restrictions of literature searches relating to

the language of publications and databases are therefore

problematic. Databases searched for the purposes of this

study included those with a focus on the American and

European literature and those that specialize in complemen-

tary medicine. There were no restrictions in terms of

publication language. We are therefore confident that our

strategy has minimized bias. The funnel plot, however,

suggests some degree of bias. The two largest trials, which are

also the studies that reflect the weighted overall estimate

most closely,22,23 report the largest reductions in body

weight. It is interesting to note that these studies and five

others21,25–27,29 were at least partly funded by the same

manufacturer of commercially available chromium picoli-

nate preparations.

In conclusion, our meta-analysis suggests a relatively small

effect of chromium picolinate compared with placebo for

reducing body weight. The clinical relevance of the effect,

however, is debatable. The lack of sufficient robustness

means that the overall result has to be interpreted with

caution.
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